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Unlike the Anglo-Americans, who widely embraced middle-class ideals and values, the French—even the most affluent and conservative—have always rejected and maligned bourgeois values and identity. In this new approach to the old question of the bourgeoisie, Sarah Maza focuses on the crucial period before, during, and after the French Revolution, and offers a provocative answer. In all, this is a story about the ways race and gender divisions in American society have underlain the confusion about the identity and role of the middle class. 2. $29.99 $16.19. 

Race, as a concept denoting a fundamental division of humanity and usually encompassing cultural as well as physical traits, was crucial in early America. Although before colonization, neither American Indians, nor Africans, nor Europeans considered themselves unified races, Europeans endowed racial distinctions with legal force and philosophical and scientific legitimacy, while Natives appropriated categories of red and Indian, and slaves and freed people embraced those of African and colored, to imagine more expansive identities and mobilize more successful resistance to Euro-American societies. Latin American countries are, like the United States, racially diverse. Consequently, no separate racial category exists for Hispanic and Latino Americans, as they do not constitute a race, nor a national group. When responding to the race question on the census form, each person is asked to choose from among the same racial categories as all Americans, and are included in the numbers reported for those races. Each racial category may contain Non-Hispanic or Latino and Hispanic or Latino Americans. See the section on Hispanic and Latino Americans in this article. Self-identifying as both Hispanic or Latino and not Hispanic or Latino is neither explicitly allowed nor explicitly prohibited.